A hierarchy of increasingly coarse versions of a network allows one to represent the network on multiple scales at the same time. Often, the elementary operation for generating a hierarchy on a network is merging adjacent vertices, an operation that can be realized through contracting the edge between the two vertices. Such a hierarchy is defined by the selection of the edges to be contracted between a level and the next coarser level. The selection may involve (i) rating the edges, (ii) constraining the selection (e.g., that the selected edges form a matching), as well as (iii) maximizing the total rate of the selected edges under the constraints. Hierarchies of this kind are, among others, involved in multilevel methods for partitioning networks-a prerequisite for processing in parallel with distributed memory.
INTRODUCTION
Real-world complex networks such as social networks or web graphs have become a focus of investigation [Costa et al. 2011] . Such networks typically have a heavy-tail degree distribution and a small diameter (small-world property). The latter means that any vertex can be reached from any other vertex within a few hops. Complex networks arise in a variety of applications; several of them generate massive datasets. As an example, the social network Facebook currently contains a billion active users. 1 On this scale, many algorithmic tasks benefit from parallel processing with distributed memory. Yet, parallel processing is only one of many applications for graph partitioning; more can be found in recent surveys [Bichot and Siarry 2011; Buluç et al. 2014] .
Multilevel Graph Partitioning. Distributed parallel processing of networks/graphs requires Graph Partitioning (GP). Given a graph G = (V, E) and a number of blocks k > 0, the GP problem asks for a division of V into k pairwise disjoint subsets V 1 , . . . , V k (blocks) such that no block is larger than
where ε ≥ 0 is the allowed imbalance. When GP is used for parallel processing, each Processing Element (PE) usually receives one block, and edges running between two blocks imply communication between PEs. The most widely used proxy for communication costs is the edge cut, that is, the total weight of the edges between different blocks. The minimization of the edge cut is N P-hard [Garey et al. 1974 ]. However, the Maximum Communication Volume (MCV) may be a better proxy for communication costs of parallel iterative graph algorithms [Hendrickson and Kolda 2000] . MCV has received growing attention recently, for example, in the 10th DIMACS Implementation Challenge [Bader et al. 2013] . MCV considers the worst communication volume taken over all blocks V p (1 ≤ p ≤ k) and thus penalizes imbalanced communication:
Unlike the edge cut, which counts the edges between different blocks, MCV is about numbers of neighboring blocks: for any vertex v in a block V p , one first determines the number of blocks = V p that contain a neighbor of v. The rationale is that the communication costs involving v are determined by this number rather than the number of adjacent vertices in neighboring blocks (only one message needed in communication with neighboring block). The communication volume of block V p thus amounts to the sum in Equation (2). The idea behind taking the maximum of the blocks' communication volumes is that, in synchronous scenarios, a process has to wait until all processes are done communicating. While hypergraph (and some graph) partitioners minimize the total communication volume, we are not aware of tools that explicitly target MCV. It is believed that, for general graphs, minimizing MCV is not easier than minimizing the edge cut under a balance constraint. However, we are not aware of any proofs on this.
All state-of-the-art tools for partitioning very large graphs rely on the multilevel approach, illustrated in Figure 1 and proposed by Hendrickson and Leland [1995] and Bui and Jones [1993] . In the first phase a hierarchy of graphs (G 0 , . . . , G l ) is built by recursive coarsening. Intuitively speaking, G l is supposed to be "like G 0 on a small scale." In the second phase, a very good initial solution for the small graph G l is computed. In the final phase, the solution is successively prolonged to the finer graphs of the hierarchy, up to and including G 0 . Typically, the prolongations are accompanied by local improvement.
Partitioning static meshes and similar noncomplex networks this way is fairly mature. Yet, the structural properties of complex networks (skewed degree distribution, small-world property) distinguishes them from traditional inputs and makes finding small cuts challenging with current tools.
Graph Hierarchies. A main reason for the difficulties of established multilevel graph partitioners is the coarsening phase, in which the graph hierarchy is built. In a more general context, most hierarchical approaches build a coarser graph by contracting certain subtrees of the current graph into supervertices, merging parallel edges, aggregating vertex and edge weights, and removing self-loops. Following [Kropatsch 1997 ], we refer to the subtrees as contraction kernels. Typically, the contraction kernels are determined on each level of a hierarchy.
The kernels' size and their number can vary significantly. Osipov and Sanders [2010] contract only a single edge between any pair of subsequent levels. The most popular technique for coarsening, however, is contracting maximal matchings [Bichot and Siarry 2011]. Here, the contraction kernels also consist of single edges, but the number of contraction kernels used between pairs of subsequent levels is much higher. In Kropatsch [1997] the contraction kernels form trees of depth one-a choice that allows one to reduce the number of vertices by half or more when going from G i to G i+1 [Haxhimusa et al. 2002] . Deliberately more extreme is the approach by , which contracts whole clusters of bounded size to obtain hierarchies with few levels when partitioning complex networks.
Priorities that determine the order of edge contractions come naturally in many applications. In graph partitioning, for example, a heavy edge in a dense part of a graph should be contracted rather than a light edge between separate dense parts, because the latter edge is more likely to belong to a light cut (and thus should be spared). This raises the question of how to account for priorities and the requirements on the contraction kernels at the same time. For the case of contraction kernels forming matchings, Holtgrewe et al. [2010] presented a two-phase approach consisting of an edge rating and a matching algorithm. Specifically, the edge rating reflects priorities and serves as input to an approximate maximum weight matching algorithm. The edges of the resulting matching are then contracted. Safro et al. [2012] have devised a more sophisticated edge rating involving algebraic distance [Chen and Safro 2011 ]-a semilocal measure of how well connected pairs of vertices are (for details, see Section 2.3). The general idea, which we pursue in this article as well, is that edges with poorly connected end vertices should not be contracted because chances are they belong to a light cut. In contrast to Safro et al. [2012] , our edge rating involves an actual collection of global (fundamental) cuts.
Outline and Contribution. In this article, we address the deficits of complex network coarsening by a combination of several new techniques. As a preparation, we introduce necessary notation in Section 2. Here we also characterize graph hierarchies built by merging adjacent vertices and report on related work, especially edge ratings. Section 3 contains our first main contribution, that is, the definition of a new edge rating that involves conductance, a cut-based measure from graph clustering. In particular, we specify (i) a collection C of (fundamental) cuts that contains many light and moderately balanced cuts of a graph, (ii) a function Cond(·) on the graph's edges that returns a low [high] value if an edge is [not] contained in the cut-set of a cut in C with low conductance, and (iii) the new edge rating via integration of Cond(·) into an edge rating from Holtgrewe et al. [2010] . The collection C consists of the fundamental cuts of a Minimum weight Spanning Tree (MST) T m , where the weights reflect the edges' importance for connections via shortest paths. From T m being an MST it follows that an edge e ∈ E(T m ) with a high weight defines a fundamental cut that cuts only highweight edges, that is, edges that are crucial for connectivity. The fundamental cut-sets with respect to any spanning tree of G form a basis of all cut-sets of G [Diestel 2012] . Thus, at least in principle, the fundamental cuts with respect to a spanning tree of G contain the information of all cuts of G.
Section 4 contains our second main contribution, that is, facilitating an efficient computation of the new edge rating. Specifically, we present the first optimal lineartime algorithm to compute the conductance values of all fundamental cuts of a spanning tree T m . The heart of the new algorithm consists of a postorder traversal of T m that aggregates certain vertex attributes which, in turn, define the conductance values of T m 's fundamental cuts.
First tests of our new edge rating already indicated that its strength lies in its ability to find balanced cuts of complex networks with small MCV. Virtually all graph partitioners, however, optimize the edge cut rather than MCV. For the sake of a consistent optimization of MCV we turn a graph partitioner geared toward a small edge cut to one that yields small MCV. This is done in Section 5, where we develop a greedy postprocessing that trades in small edge cuts for small MCVs.
We integrate our MCV postprocessing and our new edge rating into KAHIP Schulz 2013, 2014] , a state-of-the-art graph partitioner with a reference implementation of the previously best edge rating ex alg(·) (see Section 2.3 for the definition of ex alg(·)). KAHIP focuses on solution quality for a wide variety of graphs such as road networks, meshes, and complex networks [Schulz 2013 ]. It implements several advanced multilevel graph partitioning algorithms, metaheuristics, and sophisticated local improvement schemes. KAHIP was the best tool in terms of edge cut and MCV in the 10th DIMACS Challenge [Bader et al. 2013 ].
Extensive bipartitioning experiments described in Section 6 show the following. For ex alg(·), our postprocessing improves the MCV of the complex networks in our test set by 11.3%, while the increase in running time due to postprocessing is negligible. With MCV postprocessing always in place, the fastest variant of our new edge rating further improves the MCVs by 10.3% (compared to ex alg(·)), at the expense of an increase in running time by a factor of 1.79. Altogether, compared to previous work on partitioning complex networks with state-of-the-art methods [Safro et al. 2012] , the total MCV reduction by our new techniques amounts to 20.4%.
PRELIMINARIES

Notation and Definitions
Let G = (V, E, ω) be a finite, undirected, connected, and simple graph. Its edge weights are given by ω : E → R + . We sometimes write ω u,v for ω ({u, v}) and extend ω to subsets of E through ω(E ) = e∈E ω(e).
For
consists of those edges in E that have one end vertex in V 1 and the other end vertex in V 2 . If, in addition to
is called a cut of G, and S(V 1 , V 2 ) is called the cut-set of (V 1 , V 2 ). The weight of a cut (V 1 , V 2 ) is given by ω(S(V 1 , V 2 )). The volume of any subset V of V is the total weight of the edges incident on V (which equals the sum over the weighted degrees of the vertices in V ):
(3)
Definition 2.1 (Fundamental cut, cut-set S T (e T ), cond(e T , T )). Let T be a spanning tree of G, and let e T ∈ E(T ). If T 1 and T 2 are the connected components (trees) of the graph (V, E(T ) \ {e T }), then (V (T 1 ), V (T 2 )) is the fundamental cut of G with respect to T and e T , and
is the fundamental cut-set of G with respect to T and e T . Conductance of a cut (V (T 1 ), V (T 2 )) induced by e T is defined as
The edges involved in the numerator form a subset of the edges involved in the denominator. Assume, without loss of generality, that vol(V 1 ) < vol(V 2 ). Then, the conductance value is [low] high if the vertices of V 1 are well connected [poorly connected] to each other compared to their connection to V 2 . Moreover, well-balanced cuts tend to have smaller conductance values.
Conductance is a common quality measure in graph clustering [Kannan et al. 2004 ]. The conductance value of a (fundamental) cut trades between cut size and balance to some extent, and thus provides a good measure for the quality of a (fundamental) cut.
Graph Hierarchies from Contracting Connected Subgraphs
The hierarchies used by popular multilevel graph partitioners such as METIS [Karypis and Kumar 1998 ] and KAHIP Schulz 2013, 2014] are built by contracting connected subgraphs.
To gain a general perspective on graph hierarchies from contracting connected subgraphs, we first describe these hierarchies without resorting to specific techniques for their generation. A specific technique may only be able to generate a subset of the graph hierarchies described here.
Let (G 0 , . . . , G l ) be a sequence of graphs G i = (V i , E i , c i , ω i ) with vertex weights c i : V i → R >0 and edge weights ω i : E i → R >0 . We require that G 0 is connected (if G 0 is disconnected, a hierarchy can be built on each connected component of G 0 ). We also extend c i (·) to sets, that is, c i (V ) := v∈V c i (v). A sequence of graphs (G 0 , . . . , G l ) is a graph hierarchy from contracting connected subgraphs if the following holds for any pair
In graph-theoretic terms, G j is a (special) minor of G i [Diestel 2012 ]. Specifically, if E i x denotes the edge set of G i x , then G j is obtained from G i by (i) contracting maximal cycle-free subsets of E i x , 1 ≤ x ≤ |V j |, (ii) reducing parallel edges to single edges, and (iii) removing all self-loops. For examples of maximal cycle-free subsets in (ii), see the colored edges in Figure 2 : there are three such subsets (as indicated by the colors), and each of these subsets induces a contraction kernel (see Section 1).
In particular, any graph hierarchy on G 0 is uniquely determined by a cycle-free subset E 0 of E 0 and a function p : E 0 → {0, . . . , l − 1}, the rule being that e 0 ∈ E 0 is contracted between levels p(e 0 ) and p(e 0 ) + 1.
Related Work
We first address related work on graph partitioning that employs the same kind of graph hierarchies as we do, that is, the hierarchies described in Section 2.2. We then look at related work employing different hierarchies, before we turn to related work that employs no hierarchies.
Hierarchies from Contracting Connected Subgraphs. Traditionally, the next coarser graph of such a hierarchy is obtained by contracting the edges of a matching. It has been shown that the Global Path Algorithm (GPA) [Maue and Sanders 2007 ] is a good matching algorithm with respect to partitioning quality, in particular if combined with edge ratings [Holtgrewe et al. 2010] . In this article, we also use GPA in conjunction with edge ratings. In the partitioning experiments of Holtgrewe et al. [2010] , where different edge ratings have been tested, the one that performed best [Holtgrewe et al. 2010] was
To broaden the view of the preceding myopic rating (no information beyond incident vertices is gathered), Safro et al. [2012] precompute the algebraic distance ρ {u,v} [Chen and Safro 2011] for the end vertices of each edge {u, v}, and use the edge rating
For graphs with heavy-tail degree distributions, ex alg(·) yields considerably higher partition quality than expansion * 2 (·) [Safro et al. 2012 ]. This is due to the fact that algebraic distance expresses a semilocal connection strength of an edge {u, v} [Chen and Safro 2011] . Specifically, ρ {u,v} is computed from R randomly initialized vectors that are smoothed by a few iterations of a Jacobi-style overrelaxation. The idea is that the vector entries associated with well-connected vertices even out more quickly than those of poorly connected vertices. Thus, a high value of ρ {u,v} indicates that the edge {u, v} constitutes a bottleneck and should not be contracted.
An aggressive, linear-time coarsening scheme that contracts whole clusters of bounded size has been presented in . It reduces the size of (irregular and partly dense) complex networks more effectively than coarsening based on the contraction of matchings. The aggressive coarsening is achieved through an adaptation of the Label Propagation Algorithm (LPA) proposed by Raghavan et al. [2007] for detecting communities in large social networks.
Other Hierarchies. Another strategy for coarsening complex networks (e.g., for agglomerative clustering [Fagginger Auer and Bisseling 2013]) is to match unconnected vertices at two-hop distance. Thus, one can avoid vertices of very high degree in the coarsened graphs.
An alternative to contracting subgraphs into supervertices, which also allows the integration of edge ratings, is Weighted Aggregation (WA). In WA, vertices on a fine level belong to vertices on a coarser level with some probability. Algorithmic schemes implementing WA are based on a class of hierarchical linear solvers called Algebraic MultiGrid (AMG) methods (see Chevalier and Safro [2009] as well as Meyerhenke et al. [2006 Meyerhenke et al. [ , 2009 ). Weighted aggregation can lead to better graph partitions [Chevalier and Safro 2009 ], but for larger graphs coarsening with WA can become significantly more expensive than contraction-based approaches.
No Hierarchies Involved. Besides coarsening, there might be other ways to obtain a simplified graph on which initial partitioning could be performed, that is, sparsification using cut sparsifiers. Given a dense graph G = (V, E), a sparse subgraph H = (V, E ) is computed with E ⊂ E and adapted edge weights such that, with high probability, cuts in G and H are of approximately equal weight (see, e.g., Fung et al. [2011] , and the references therein). In contrast to coarsening through edge contraction, the vertex set of H remains V (G).
One important technique for obtaining sparsifiers is to perform sampling with random spanning trees [Spielman and Srivastava 2008] . Mavroforakis et al. [2015] refer to the fraction of all spanning trees of G that contain an edge e as Spanning Edge Centrality (SEC) of e. The authors propose an improved nearly-linear time method to approximate SEC, show that SEC is robust with respect to edge deletions and insertions, and use SEC to rate edges with respct to their importance for information propagation through a network. Thus, SEC resembles the connectivity-based contrast values that we use for the new edge rating proposed in this article. Unlike SEC, our contrast values are based on breadth-first traversal trees and, more importantly, involve the direction in which the trees grow out of their randomly chosen roots. If an edge is mostly traversed in one direction, this indicates that the edge is peripheral in the graph and thus is probably not contained in the cut-set of a balanced cut. Pritchard and Thurimella [2011] use a spanning tree to sample the cycle space of a graph in a uniform way and thus find small cuts (consisting of a single edge, two edges, or a cut vertex) with high probability. We use a spanning spanning tree to obtain a basis of the cut-space. Our spanning tree is, however, a minimum weight spanning tree, the weights being the contrast values that favor balanced cuts.
A NEW CONDUCTANCE-BASED EDGE RATING FOR PARTITIONING
An edge rating in a multilevel graph partitioner should yield a low rating for an edge e if e is likely to be contained in the cut-set of a "good" cut, that is, a cut that is well balanced and whose cut-set has a low weight. In our approach, a good cut is one that (i) has a low conductance and (ii) is at least moderately balanced. In complex networks property (i) does not always imply property (ii), for example, a cut given by a bridge connecting a very small subgraph to the rest of the graph. Since (i) and (ii) combined favor small and balanced cuts, our general objective is in line with isoperimetric graph partitioning [Grady and Schwartz 2006] , which also optimizes for conductance. Specifically, our approach to define an edge rating and to use it for partitioning is as follows.
(1) Generate a collection C of moderately balanced bipartitions (cuts of G) that contain cuts with a low conductance value. 
The higher Cond(e), the higher ex cond(e), and thus the higher the chances for e to be contracted during coarsening. (4) Run a multilevel graph partitioner capable of handling edge ratings such as KAHIP with ex cond(·).
To specify ex cond(·), we need to define C and Cond(·).
Specifics of C.
For the definition of C, we resort to a basic concept of graph-based clustering, that is, the use of minimum weight spanning trees (MSTs). We describe this concept in the more intuitive context of Graph-Based Image Segmentation (GBIS) [Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher 2004; Wassenberg et al. 2009 ] (see Figure 3 (a)).
In GBIS, one represents an image by a graph G whose vertices [edges] represent pixels [neighborhood relations of pixels]. The edges are equipped with weights that reflect contrast, that is, the absolute difference between the gray values at the edges' end vertices. An MST T m of G with respect to contrast has the following property (see Jungnickel [2005, Thm. 4.3.3] ). The contrast value associated with any e ∈ E(T m ) is minimal compared to the contrast values of the edges in the fundamental cut-set S T m(e) (see Equation (4)). Thus, for any e ∈ E(T m ) with a high contrast value (see the green arrow in Figure 3(a) ), the fundamental cut S T m(e) yields a segmentation into two regions with a high contrast anywhere on the common border.
Here, we arrive at a collection C of |V | − 1 moderately balanced bipartitions (cuts) of G by (i) computing connectivity-based contrast values for the edges of G, (ii) computing an MST T m of G with respect to these values, and (iii) letting C consist of G's fundamental cuts with respect to T m . The contrast value of an edge e = {u, v} should be low [high] if the edge is indispensable for "many" connections via shortest paths. Thus, the higher the contrast, the stronger the negative effect on G's connectivity if e is cut, and thus the more reasonable it is to cut e. To define the contrast values, we generate a random collection T of Breadth-First-Traversal (BFT) trees. A tree in T is formed by first choosing a root randomly. As usual, we let the trees grow out of the roots using a queue, but we process the edges incident on a vertex in random order. Alternatively, SSSP trees may be used if edge weights are to be included.
Let n T (u, v) denote the number of trees in T that contain e and in which u is closer to the tree's root than v (u and v cannot have the same distance to the root). We set the contrast value of an edge e = {u, v} to
In preliminary experiments, we found out that only counting the number of trees in T which contain e yields poorer partitions than using Equation (9). We believe that this is due to small subgraphs that are connected to the graphs' "main bodies" via very few edges. These edges should not have a high contrast value because this would give rise to highly imbalanced cuts in C. Fatally, the conductance value of such an imbalanced cut may still be small (e.g., if the cut-set contains only one edge).
The contrast γ (·) resembles edge betweenness centrality EB(·) as defined in Newman [2010] : both functions assign a high value to an edge if it is contained in many shortest paths. It seems to be difficult, though, to formulate exact relationships between the two.
Specifics of Cond(·). Our plan is to define a measure Cond(·) such that Cond(e) is low [high] if e is [not] contained in the cut-set of a cut in C with low conductance. Hence, we set
Cond(e) = min C∈C,e∈S(C) cond(C),
where S(C) denotes the cut-set of the cut C. If e is an edge of T m , then Cond(e) = cond(e, T ). Otherwise, let FC e denote the set of edges in the fundamental cycle that arises if e is inserted into T m . Then, the cuts C ∈ C with e ∈ S(C) (see Equation (10)) are precisely the fundamental cuts S T (e T ) (see Equation (4)) with e T ∈ FC e and e T = e. Note that e is the only edge in FC e that is not in E (T m 
AN O(|E|)-ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING ALL COND(E T , T)
In this section, we demonstrate how, for a given rooted spanning tree T of a graph G (V, E) , one can compute all conductance values cond(e T , T ), e T ∈ E(T ), in time O(|E|) (the root can be chosen arbitrarily). This facilitates an efficient computation of the edge rating introduced in the previous section. The key to achieving optimal running time is to aggregate information on fundamental cuts during a postorder traversal of T . The use of depth-first traversal algorithms to efficiently test connectivity properties of a graph dates back to the 1970s [Tarjan 1972; Hopcroft and Tarjan 1973] . Our method follows a similar idea but also aggregates in a nontrivial way vertex attributes from which the conductance values can be computed. The aggregated information is kept in the three vertex attributes subtreeVol, intraWeight and interWeight defined in the following Definition 4.1. Technically, the three vertex attributes take the form of arrays, where indices represent vertices.
Definition 4.1. Let C T (u) be the children of vertex u in T . Moreover, let T (u) denote the subtree rooted at u, and let D(u) (descendants of u) denote the set that contains the vertices of T (u), that is, D(u) = V (T (u)). We use the following three vertex attributes to aggregate information that we need to compute the conductance values: vol(D(u) ). We need the attribute subtreeVol to aggregate the information necessary to determine the denominator of Equation (5). The attribute intraWeight supports the efficient computation of interWeight, and therefore the numerator of Equation (5).
If u has a parent edge e T , Equation (5) takes the form
Our method for computing the vertex attributes subtreeVol, intraWeight, and interWeight relies on two vertex labelings (stored in arrays indexed by the vertices): label [u] indicates the preorder label of u in T , and maxLabel D [u] indicates the maximum of label[t] over all t ∈ D(u). Our method involves frequent computations of Lowest Common Ancestors (LCAs). We employ a function LCA(T , u, v) that returns the LCA of u and v on T . LCA queries require constant time after an O(n)-time preprocessing [Bender and Farach-Colton 2000] .
We start by initializing labels and vertex attributes to arrays of length |V | with all entries set to 0. Then we compute the entries of label and maxLabel D in a single depth-first traversal of T and perform the preprocessing for LCA(·, ·, ·). Finally, we call a standard postorder traversal in T starting at the root of T . When visiting a vertex, either one of the subroutines LEAF(·) or NONLEAF(·) is called depending on whether the vertex is a leaf (Algorithm 1) or not (Algorithm 2).
Computing the required vertex attributes is fairly straightforward for leaves. The update of subtreeVol [u] happens in line 1 of Algorithm 1, and the update of (T , u, t) ], however, is updated for any t such that {u, t} is not an edge of T (see line 8). In general, the entry intraWeight[LCA (T , u, t) ] will be updated multiple times until the postorder traversal ascends from u toward r (see line 13 in Algorithm 2). If u has a parent edge in T , that is, if G has more than one vertex, LEAF(u) finds the parent edge in line 5 and computes its conductance value in line 13 using subtreeVol [u] and interWeight [u] .
The purpose and structure of NONLEAF(·) is similar to that of LEAF(·). The update of the vertex attribute subtreeVol [u] is straightforward: subtreeVol[u] equals the sum of the subtreeVol attributes of u's children plus vol ({u}) . The entries intraWeight [lca] are updated as in LEAF(·), and the more complicated update of interWeight is explained in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Equation (14) in Theorem 4.2 guarantees that the conductance values computed in line 13 of Algorithm 1 and in line 21 of Algorithm 2 are correct. THEOREM 4.2. After having finished processing u ∈ V in the traversal of T , the equalities given next hold (in the last one u is not the root of T and e T is the parent edge of u in T ). Thus, we get the correct values of cond(e T , T ).
PROOF. We prove Equations (12) 
Note that a blue edge contributes twice to intraWeight [u] since it is encountered from both endpoints. A green edge, on the other hand, contributes only once. 
Note that this is an intermediate result of interWeight [u] . The blue and green terms make up intraWeight [u] , which we still have to subtract. Moreover, the red term does not yet contain the (weights of) edges in T with one end vertex being u and the other one not being contained in D(u). In the following, we replace the blue and the green term by intraWeight [u] and rewrite the red term. PROOF. All initialization and preprocessing steps can be done in O(n) time. During the postorder traversal of T each v ∈ V explores its direct neighborhood, either in LEAF or in NONLEAF. Two observations are crucial now. First, all elementary operations within LEAF and NONLEAF take constant time, including the LCA queries. Second, for each edge of G the respective operations are executed at most twice.
GREEDY MCV OPTIMIZATION
The ultimate applications we target with our graph partitioning algorithm are iterative parallel algorithms executed on complex networks. As mentioned in Section 1, the MCV is a more accurate optimization criterion than the edge cut. The graph partitioner KAHIP has so far solely focused on the edge cut, though. That is why, as a new feature, we equip KAHIP with a postprocessing that greedily optimizes MCV. This postprocessing is executed after local improvement on the finest level of the multilevel hierarchy. In the following, a boundary vertex is a vertex that has neighbors that belong to a different block than itself. The MCV postprocessing consists of a greedy algorithm that works in rounds. In each round, we iterate over all boundary vertices of the input partition in a random order and check whether moving the vertex from its own block to the opposite block reduces or keeps the current objective. If this is the case and if the balance constraint is not violated when moving the vertex, it will be moved to the opposite block.
We now show how one round of the algorithm can be implemented in O(|E|) time. The crucial step is to decide in O(deg(v) ) time whether moving a vertex v to the opposite block reduces MCV. At this point, we need some notation. An internal vertex is a vertex of the graph that is not a boundary vertex, and the external degree of a vertex is defined as the number of neighbors in the opposite block. Let (V 1 , V 2 ) be a bipartition of G and, without loss of generality, let v be a random boundary vertex from block V 1 . During the course of the algorithm, we keep track of the communication volumes of the blocks. Let C 1 and C 2 be the initial communication volume of V 1 and V 2 , respectively. We do the following to decide if moving v to the opposite block reduces MCV. First, we move v to the opposite block V 2 . Afterward, the communication volume C 2 is reduced by the number of boundary vertices in V 2 that are also neighbors of v and become internal vertices after the movement. Moreover, the communication volume C 1 is increased by the amount of internal vertices in V 1 that become boundary vertices after v is moved to V 2 . Additionally, since we move v, the communication volume C 1 is reduced by one, and if the number of neighbors of v in V 1 is not zero, then C 2 is increased by one. Note that we can check in constant time if a vertex is a boundary vertex or an internal vertex by storing the external degree of all vertices in an array and updating the external degree of a vertex and its neighbors when the vertex is moved. We move v back to its origin if the movement did not yield an improvement in MCV. The total number of rounds of the algorithm is a tuning parameter. After preliminary experiments, we fixed the number of rounds to 20 since the objective did not decrease much more when performing additional rounds of the algorithm.
EXPERIMENTS
We have integrated the methods proposed in this article into the multilevel graph partitioner KAHIP. In particular, KAHIP's coarsening phase is equipped with the option of using the edge rating ex cond defined in Section 3. The MCV postprocessing described in Section 5, on the other hand, takes place after all other partitioning steps have finished on the finest graph-as the name suggests.
In our partitioning experiments, we evaluate the MCV postprocessing and compare ex cond with the previously best edge rating ex alg (Equation (7)).
Implementation
Our code is implemented in C/C++ and compiled with GCC 4.7.1. It is sequential code since (i) the focus of this article is on solution quality rather than speed and (ii) our reference for edge ratings, ex alg, is also implemented sequentially.
KAHIP has three configurations: Strong, Eco, and Fast. While Strong is focused on solution quality, Eco is a good trade-off between quality and speed. The configuration Fast focuses on a short running time while computing partitions with reasonably good quality. We use the Eco configuration since this configuration was chosen in Safro et al. [2012] , too.
Our method to compute ex cond involves LCA queries (see Section 4). Such a query requires constant time after an O(n)-time preprocessing. Intriguingly, using a code with these optimal properties, that is, a Range Minimum Query (RMQ) code by Fischer and Heun [2006] , does not pay off. The straightforward, asymptotically slower algorithm for computing LCAs is slightly faster (1.1% in total) in our experiments on the complex networks of Table I . The (in theory faster) RMQ algorithm does not pay off on the graphs from Walshaw's partitioning archive, either. Therefore, all running times refer to the implementation without the RMQ code.
Experimental Setup
We focus on the 15 complex networks listed in Table I . The networks are from two popular archives [Bader et al. 2013; Leskovec 2014] . The same networks have been used previously in Safro et al. [2012] to evaluate ex alg.
To see whether the experimental results translate from complex networks to other graphs, we run additional experiments on the graphs of Walshaw's partitioning archive [Soper et al. 2004 ], a collection of 34 real-world instances for the partitioning problem. Most graphs of the benchmark come from finite-element applications; however, there are also some graphs from other domains. We discard the four disconnected graphs since our code does not yet work for disconnected graphs.
All computations are done on a workstation with two 8-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2680 processors at 2.70GHz. Recall that our code is sequential, thus only one core is used.
We run the partitioning experiments with the widely used imbalance ε = 0.03. Since the results produced by KAHIP depend on seeds for random functions, we partition each input graph 50 times with different seeds and, from these 50 partitions, compute the following performance measures: The edge rating ex cond depends on the number of random spanning trees |T |. To make this clear, we write ex cond |T | instead of ex cond. For a given network, we measure the performance of the edge rating ex cond |T | through performance quotients of the form (performance measure using ex cond |T | divided by the same performance measure using ex alg).
Results on Complex Networks
The main positive result is that total reduction of avgMCV from MCV postprocessing and replacing ex alg by ex cond 20 amounts to 20.4%. The price for this quality jump is an increase in running time by a factor of 1.8 (see Tables II and IV) .
Quality. In the case of ex alg, the reduction of avgMCV due to MCV postprocessing amounts to 11.3% (see Table II ). Table III, as well as Tables VII and VIII in the Appendix, show the performance quotients of ex cond 20 versus ex alg, ex cond 100 versus ex alg, and ex cond 200 versus ex alg (MCV postprocessing always turned on). In particular, the geometric mean of avgMCV decreases by 10.3% if ex cond 20 is used instead of ex alg. The decrease of avgMCV, however, fluctuates heavily between a decrease of 39.3% and an increase of 26.0%. This fluctuation is yet another indication of diversity within the "class" of complex networks. Table IV shows that the edge rating ex cond 20 already yields a value of avgMCV that is 10.3% lower than that from ex alg. Increasing the number of random spanning trees to 200, that is, using ex cond 200 , increases the lead from 10.3% to only 11.0%. This small improvement means that the success of ex cond basically depends on data that can be gathered during only 20 BFTs of the graph to be partitioned.
Table IV also shows that the leads of ex cond |T | over ex alg are a little higher for the performance measure minMCV as compared to avgMCV. Moreover, the lead of minMCV is increasing more rapidly than that of avgMCV as |T | increases. Thus ex cond |T | , especially if |T | is high, suggests itself for finding partitions of very high quality (with respect to MCV) through many runs (at the expense of increased running time). The performance quotients in Table V suggest that the improvements of avgMCV achieved by the MCV postprocessing on the one hand, and by replacing ex alg with ex cond 200 on the other hand, are orthogonal to each other. Furthermore, the absolute values of avgCut and avgMCV with and without postprocessing yield that the decrease in avgMCV by 11.3% was paid for by an increase in avgCut by 37.6%. When we omit the MCV postprocessing step and compare avgCut instead of avgMCV, ex alg and ex cond 200 perform comparably well. As for avgMCV, the relative performance of avgCut produced by the two edge ratings, that is, basically a tie, is independent of whether MCV postprocessing is performed or not.
Running Times. Table III shows that replacing ex alg by ex cond 20 increases the geometric means of running times by about 79.3%. This increase, however, is fluctuating heavily between a decrease of 35.8% and an increase of 248%. These running times all include MCV postprocessing. Yet, the increase in running time due to MCV postprocessing alone is negligible.
In absolute terms, the running times for the complete partitioning process using ex cond 20 are between 0.393s (fastest run on PGPgiantcompo) and 1973s (slowest run on wiki-Talk). The median of avgTime over all instances in Table I amounts to 19 .8s, and the ratio maxTime/avgTime amounts to 1.203, 1.170, and 1.259 for ex cond 20 , ex cond 100 and ex cond 200 , respectively. The latter means that we do not suffer from disproportionately high running times due to adverse choices of seeds.
Besides the size of the input graph, running times depend strongly on the maximum vertex degree of the input graph. As an extreme example, the graph wiki-Talk has a maximum vertex degree of 100,026 and takes almost 16 times longer than our largest graph coPapersCiteseer with a maximum vertex degree of 1,188. At the same time, the number of edges in coPapersCiteseer exceeds that of wiki-Talk by a factor of almost 11. After the experiments, we have identified the source of this phenomenon: it concerns the refinement phase (personal communication with Patrick Bisenius) and thus is not directly related to edge ratings.
Buying quality through increasing |T | is expensive in terms of running time: using ex cond 200 instead of ex cond 20 decreases avgMCV by only 0.78%, whereas the running time increases by 425% (see Table IV ).
Graphs from Walshaw's Partitioning Archive versus Complex Networks
In contrast to complex networks, the edge ratings ex cond 200 and ex alg perform equally well on the graphs from Walshaw's partitioning archive. This holds true for avgCut and avgMCV, independent of whether MCV postprocessing is performed or not (see Table VI ).
Compared to complex networks, the graphs from Walshaw's partitioning archive provide less room for our MCV postprocessing. Indeed, the absolute values of avgMCV with and without postprocessing in Table VI reveal that our postprocessing could reduce avgMCV by only 6.7% for the Walshaw graphs, compared to 11.3% for the complex networks. Moreover, for the Walshaw graphs the reduction in avgMCV is less costly in terms of the accompanied increase in avgCut: an increase in avgCut by 10.7% for the Walshaw graphs as opposed to 37.6% for the complex networks.
To summarize, it seems that edge cut and MCV are more loosely coupled for complex networks than for graphs with no high vertex degrees such as the Walshaw graphs. This is probably due to the (few) vertices with a very high degree in a complex network: they pose a more serious problem for partitioning if the edge cut is to be minimized, as compared to MCV optimization. Specifically, if a high-degree vertex v has many neighbors in blocks other than that of v, the damage to the edge cut is always high, whereas the damage to MCV may still be low. The latter is the case if v has a low number of neighboring blocks.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have devised a new rating for the selection of edges to be contracted in the coarsening phase of a multilevel graph partitioner. The new rating of an edge is low [high] if the edge is [not] part of a "good" cut from a certain collection of cuts. Specifically, the collection consists of the fundamental cuts of a minimum weight spanning tree, where the weight of an edge indicates the edge's importance for connections via shortest paths, and "good" means that the cut has a low conductance value.
Here, we stress that balance enters our edge rating not only through conductance, as the latter favors a good balance. Surprisingly, balance turned out to be a crucial ingredient for our measure of "importance for connections via shortest paths," too. Recall that this measure for an edge e = {u, v}, that is, γ (e) defined in Equation (9), amounts to the minimum of two numbers: the number of times a BFT of the graph traverses e from u to v, and the number of times e is traversed from v to u. Thus, for γ (e) to be high, the BFTs via e need to be balanced with respect to their direction. In our preliminary experiments, we learned that this property of γ (·) is essential for the quality of the new edge rating ex cond. It distinguishes γ (·) from edge betweenness and spanning edge centrality.
To make the calculation of our new edge rating efficient, we have developed the first linear-time algorithm to compute the conductance values of all fundamental cuts of a spanning tree.
Our evaluation shows a significant improvement over a previously leading code for partitioning complex networks. The new edge rating and additional greedy postprocessing combined result in a 20.4% better maximum communication volume.
Future work will look into the concurrence of the contrast γ (·) and the conductance values from Cond(·)-possibly replacing γ (·) by an even better contrast yet to be found. Our overall coarsening scheme is agnostic to such a replacement and would require no further changes. Moreover, we would like to extend our methods to an arbitrary number of blocks. While the proposed edge rating should work out of the box, the MCV postprocessing has to be adapted to work effectively for a larger number of blocks. We also consider performing MCV optimization already during refinement.
Finally, we would like to stress that edge ratings are not only of interest for graph partitioning, but also for graph clustering and network analysis. This applies not only to ex cond but also to the contrast values behind ex cond, an edge rating in its own right. We saw that contrast values that are very helpful for partitioning can be gathered during only a few BFTs of the underlying graph, that is, they can be computed efficiently. Since contrast values also resemble edge centrality, they may be of interest whenever centrality measures are of interest.
